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Eaton Earns Quality Awards for its Clutches and Synflex Products from
PACCAR, Inc.
Three of Eaton’s facilities received a 2011 Quality Achievement award from PACCAR, Inc. In
order to be eligible for the award, supplier plants must deliver components with a quality
rating of 50 parts per million or better as well as meet warranty expectations.
The Vehicle Group’s Auburn, Indiana, clutch plant and the Hydraulics Group’s fluid
conveyance plants in Reynosa, Mexico, and Aurora, Ohio, each received the award. To be
eligible, supplier plants must deliver components with a quality rating of 50 parts per million
or better as well as meet warranty expectations.
Vehicle Group’s Auburn, Indiana, Clutch Plant Praised
All Eaton truck plants supply PACCAR, and the Auburn, Indiana, clutch plant received
PACCAR’s recognition this year.
“Please thank all of those at Eaton who are responsible for shipping quality product to
PACCAR on time. This is something to celebrate and be proud of,” PACCAR purchasing
director Anne Nolan wrote in a letter announcing the award to Eaton’s Vehicle Group.
”It’s an honor to be a supplier partner with PACCAR and contribute to the outstanding quality
of their vehicles,” notes Rob Perkins, who heads the global PACCAR account for the Vehicle
Group. “We strive to supply the best possible parts to all of our customers. The Auburn truck
team met this objective head on, and already is working on improving upon its success.”
Hydraulics Group Earns Award for Synflex Products
The Hydraulics Group fluid conveyance facility in Reynosa, Mexico as well as the Aurora,
Ohio, plant supply a variety of Synflex products to PACCAR and received congratulations for
their levels of product quality.
Dynacraft Louisville, Kentucky’s supplier quality manager, Jim Chester, noted, “Your
outstanding service and hard work has allowed us to deliver high quality product to the
PACCAR truck plants. It is a pleasure to work with people who take delivering quality
seriously.”
Eaton is a long-time supplier to PACCAR, providing the maker of DAF, Kenworth, Kenworth
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Australia, KenMex and Peterbilt heavy- and medium-duty trucks with a variety of clutches,
transmissions and other truck components as well as Synflex products.

